It's 2015!! Time to move on from this obsolete technology

If your reusable surgical/diagnostic instrument is not cleaned and validated to a predetermined level, it cannot be high level disinfected or terminally sterilized and validated as such.

difference in medical instruments to <2µg of protein / cm

The back and forth velocity of the water moving through the lumens creates a restrictor valve present.

Early there is no difference in push/pull cleaning without connectors.

Grossly inefficient in the removal of the debris from the surfaces of the lumen and will build up debris if there is a restrictor valve present.

Fully automated-task

cleaners achieve without proper validated cleaning.

FDA published in 1988 guidance requiring more severe soaking leading to a push/pull task validated medical and diagnostic instruments be applied to IFUs.

Exhaustively removed bio debris without proper validated cleaning.

Universally accepted task

cleaners achieve without proper validated cleaning.

AAMI is regularly publishing methods to ensure that all instrument reprocessing adheres better than 1.4 micrograms of protein per centimeter squared to a cleaning endpoint.

FDC K101158…if not Why Not?

We invite you to take the next step and replace manual cleaning with automation and avoid having to use your capital budget.